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But now I think this is wrong... but 
not for any of the reasons used to 
criticize the idea... Why do the 
numerical solutions found by 
Wiseman et al actually exist?



a step functionr0(v)



Near the horizon:







Not all of the near horizon heat goes out; only the 
stuff which can get out/over the barrier does.

The nonzero angular momenta extremely strongly 
suppressed by the centrifugal barrier; s-wave is not!

That is what accounts for all the BH energy that goes
 off to infinity.
All the (infinite) rest of the near horizon “excitations” 
are vacuum fluctuations in thermal equilibrium, forming 
the black hole in the thermal state |0in>

Starobinsky & Churilov; D. Page





Field theory knows this: Stretched Horizon!

Susskind & Uglum



Completely consistent with EFT calculations of BH 
entropy; eg ‘t Hooft’s brick wall story yields

Change to  to find leading piece!

This is just the stretched horizon formula, fully consistent 
with the full quantum theory calculation (ie covariant 
regularization, renormalization of Planck scale etc)!



The key ingredient is to 
ensure that the quantum 
state of the system out 
of the black hole is the 
ingoing vacuum,  

No problem with an EFT 
with few dofs; Lorentz 
symmetry and gravity 
decoupling limit ensure 
it is in the state 

This is why there is NO “transplanckian problem”



Plot thickens with many species; 
by equivalence principle, in weak 
(EFT) coupling, 

Sorkin et al; Jacobson



Now we suddenly seem to have a problem: we need to cut off 
the low energy EFT much below the Planck scale in order to 
NOT overshoot the Bekenstein-Hawking BH entropy. The cutoff 
is given by the Tolman temperature 

at the multispecies stretched horizon,

Insisting that the IR modes are all in thermal equilibrium and 
weakly coupled near the BH, and that this description goes on till 
the naive UV cutoff, will overshoot the entropy. Examples: 
induced gravity, theories with many species, etc. 
Generally, one expects that the weak coupling assumption is bad 
since at high boosts (ie energies) gravity is strong, and induces 
strong field theory couplings



The crux of the problem: cannot decide how to evolve the 
quantum state out of the black hole; description fails much below 
the Planck scale

Could open all kinds of questions... bottomline: the naive weakly 
coupled multispecies theory in the IR can’t describe BH radiance



To decide what happens with BH radiance we do need a UV 
completion; RS2 is an example of this! In RS2, in the IR, we have 
4D gravity coupled to SU(N) strongly coupled YM, with UV cutoff

This description valid down to L; below L we need UV 
completion; in RS2 it is known: bulk gravity on 

and where 4D gravity is induced, 

At distances below the string scale,                      , where 

this transitions to the full 10D string theory



In the IR, one sees all the N CFT dofs; for example one can 
calculate the correction to the Newton’s potential between two 
particles with large 4D separation; both bulk and 4D dual pictures 
yield 

So there is all N modes; the theory is gapless so no confinement; 
what does a black hole radiate in this case?

The trick: IF WE ASSUME all of the N modes are equilibrated, we 
can only trust the IR theory down to 

But this is just the UV cutoff! So the IR theory does NOT extend 
all the way to the black hole! Multispecies stretched horizon is 
really sitting on the UV cutoff!

Garriga & Tanaka;
Katz, Giddings, Randall



So use the UV completion. We cannot guarantee that the CFT 
state outside of the BH is really |0in>, which we would need to 
do to have the system under control. But: now at least we DO 
have the UV completion: bulk gravity on 

So: we have a BIG black hole, with 4D horizon >> L. In the bulk it 
is warped, a “pancake” with 

The bulk, on the other hand, is at these scales like one flat extra 
D of size L - warping is negligible once we consider the distances 
less than L from the black hole horizon, in any direction; and we 
need to get that close to CHECK what the state of the BH is 
close to the horizon.

Chamblin, Hawking & Reall



The tip which protrudes out of 
the box is negligible since it 
has tiny area; by warping

using



So we have a 4D theory with many - gapped - continua of states.
BH is big - so cold: 

The modes which wrap on 5-sphere are gapped by
so they cannot be emitted 

The zero modes on the sphere can wiggle in the bulk. If they 
wiggle a lot in 4D they look massive. If their mass is above
they cannot be emitted. 

That leaves the modes gapped by less than        ; to understand 
their contribution, put in an IR regulator brane: but a a distance 
R>>L. 



IR regulator



With the IR regulator the gapped continua turn into gapped KK 
towers. The interstate gap is

and the 4D state masses are m ~ n mgap 

Only the states lighter than         can contribute to radiance; so

But these modes are supressed by a LARGE gray body factor: the 
brane volcano! Their wavefunctions obey



So for light modes close to the brane (and BH!),

The probability to find these modes close to the BH is

where p = p+ or p+ -2; so they cannot be emitted efficiently:

or

because 2p+1 is greater or equal to 2; this is just the 
Breitenlohner-Freedman bound!  

γ = 2 (for spin 2)



When we use the consistent UV description valid close to the BH 
horizon we see that most of the `partons’ of the IR CFT states 
DO NOT escape thanks to the bulk gray body factors. They are 
like Unruh modes of higher angular momenta - a `near-horizon’ 
heat that defines the BH vacuum and builds its entropy but 
cannot escape away. These modes do not carry energy away. This 
is very much like in the case of ADD black holes, which do not 
radiate extensively into the bulk because of the centrifugal 
barrier. Here there is an additional barrier: the RS2 volcano.



An (interesting) musings: any way to change this? Or to ask 
deeper questions about gravity? I.e. from the 4D EFT perspective, 
gravity need not be induced. So cutoff and Planck scale do not 
need to be linked by the # of IR modes. Can one play games 
where the radiance rate can be enhanced in a calculable manner?

The suppression is even stronger than O(1/N). In itself it is 
directly a consequence of strong coupling per se.  After all below 
the cutoff CFT is conformal, so the coupling is fixed (big - but it 
allows Newtonian corrections etc). Strong coupling merely 
facilitates the resolution of the problem by providing a bulk dual, 
along with large L. The suppression, from IR, ought to follow from 
locality - once partons “condense” into CFT modes they are too 
big and fluffy to fit on the BH - as higher angular momentum 
waves in plain vanilla 4D BHs



HAPPY BIRTHDAY 
MISAO!


